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UUP: 
Irish Side: 

Bilsferal Meetin& with the UUP 

2,5 July 1996. 8.30pm 

"' 

John Taylor, Reg E:mpey and Stcphen'King 
Attorncy-Gencra.J, Sean O hUiginn, David Donoghue, David Cooney, Steve 

Magner, Simon Hare� Brendan Callaghan. 

Mr Empey said that the UUP was proposing the establishment of a working group, which 
would consist of all participants in the Plenary. The group would consider mechanisms 
required to enable progress to be made on decommissioning and would report back to the 
resumed Opening Plenary at the beginning of September. Following agreement on the report, 
tlte Plenary would proceed to the launch of the three Strands. The working group would then 
contir:ue as a liaison arrangement, as the sub--committee proposed by the two Governments on

6 June. ·· 

The decommissioning strand had to be put up front because there was nothing in place at the 
moment. Nothing wss happening on legislation, for example. Their difficulty with the 
agenda proposed by the two Governments for the Opening Plenary was not with wording� but 
that there would be a discrepancy between the ddTerent participants as to the meaning of what 
had l>ecn a€!reed on eg. mechanisms for decommissioning. They did not Yt1Ult the Plenary to 

..- �nd on a bad note, wich an implosion of disagreement- The original proposal by the two 
Govem.··n�uts on 6 June for an agenda for the Opening Plenary had been that 
dccommii;sioning would b.: discussed in parallel with �e three Strands. The UUP saw this as 
mea':'li11g in effect that when the three Strands got down to real business, consideration of 
decommissioning would o.nly be starting. They hact'a._politica! worry that if the fRA ceasefire
�s reinstated, Sinn Fein would be at the table in Sep�ber, but there would be no 
!egisJation or other arrangements in place to cover decommissioning. 'There was no chance of
l�gislation before Christmas. If nothing was in place when Sinn Fein joined the talks, they
�uld simply procrastinate on the issue. To see Adams at the table in advance of setting up

· mechanisms would be like the residents of the �arvaghy Road deciding on what others could
d.:,

In their view, participants had·to come to a decision before the end of the Plenary meeting on,
inter alia, what decommissioning meant, ho� it was going to be achieved, the terms of
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reference of the working group and what the remit of the International Body would be. To 
this Mr Tayl9c added verification that undertakings given on decommissioning were being 
honoured (whac the &tt2�� called quality assurance). They wanted work on these 
issues commissioned next week. Such a programme of work could not be done in a few 
days. The report to the Opening Plenary would p�pesh on the skeleton suggested by the 
two Governments. This was a minimalist position. A maximaJist position would demand the 
actual production of draft legislation, etc. 

The Attorney-General said that what was being suggested was a very substantial body of 
work What the UUP were suggesting was a front loading of decommissioning, that primacy 
should be given to work on decommissioning and that it should be done before work started 
in the three Strands. 

Mr Em� said they had already spoken to the two loyalist parties on their proposals. The 
meeting�. had not been negative. They had assured the two parties that the UUP were not out 
to-cause them difficulties. The UUP accepted that it would be impossible for the two parties ... 
to hand up arms before the IRA had also done so. The mutuality provisions in the Mitchell 
Report protected the two parties, since those provisioru, meant that parries in the talks would 
not have to do any decommissioning until all relevant parties were in the talks. The UUP. 
wanted to ha�e further discussions with the two parties, who were meeting their principals 
that evening. -· 

•--.• 

�- �, 

Mr O hUi�inn said it was difficult to see how there could be a credible decommissioning 
prc.,c.ess when Sinn Fein were nQ.t participating in the talks. The loyalists were not willing to 
take pP.rt in what the UUP \\'ere proposing. If the publfo_saw such a huge contrivance being
const.nlcted with regard to decommissioning it would-simply not find it credible. Mr Emp,y 
said th.it they were not expecting the impossible and �cepted that there was a large element 
of the academic in the exercise. However, there was an· expectation among their electorate 
that progress on this would be made. Their motive was to ensure that decommissioning did 
not become a constant issue in the political process, with people asking each week what was 

_ happening. 

Mr Gleeson said that the decommissionin(l "strand" cum:ntJy did not have an agenda. unlike 
the three Strands. The questi�n was what level of particularity (a word Mr Eml)CI approved 
of) the {.JUP required. 
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Mr Tayloe said that in their opinion the DUP had changed its position on decommissioning. 
Whereas previously tJ1ey had insisted that there would have to be total decommissioning 
before political talks commenced, they were now willing to join in talks if a framework for 
decommissioning was �t up. Mr,Empc,x said that the DUP attitude was not unreasonable. 
Mr O hUigin.a said that it was his view that the T.JUP. were the unionist party making the 
strongest demands on decommissioning. Mr Cooney said that to achieve sufficient conscosus 

- on the UUP proposals, it would be necessary to get the agreement of the DUP, since the
loyalist parties would not accept it.

Mr Empey said that they would continue their discussions with the British Government. 
They bad no problem in speaking to the Irish side again. 

Brendan Callaghan 
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